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Abstract
This paper describes an innovative computational approach for comparing old maps. Maps older
than 20 years remain a vast treasure of geographic information in many parts of the world with
potential applications in many environmental and social analyses, e.g., establishing road construction
over the past 80 years or identifying settlement growth since the middle ages. Semantic segmentation
has developed into a viable computational method for analysing old maps from previous centuries.
It allows for the discrete identification of elements, e.g., lakes, forests, and roads, from cartographic
sources and their computational modelling. Semantic segmentation uses convolutional neural
networks to extract elements. With this technique, we create a computational approach to compare
old maps systematically and efficiently.
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1 Introduction

Semantic segmentation is a computational method for analyzing old maps from previous
centuries, allowing for discrete identification of elements like lakes, forests, and roads. This
technique uses convolutional neural networks to extract the elements. The old maps used
in this process contain valuable information, and comparing the elements they contain
supports numerous environmental and social applications. Here, we present an innovative
approach that allows us to compare multiple old maps. The paper considers the concepts and
implementation and includes an assessment of the results of the new approach. Particularly
challenging for this historical, geographical analysis are scale-related differences, distortions
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of old map sheets, undocumented projection parameters and cartographic generalisation
effects. The parametrisation of the semantic segmentation can take some geometric issues
into account.

Our approach advances the handling of cartographic dimensions and will make systematic
comparisons of collections of old maps possible and viable for the first time. For this, we
construct a quadtree-based data structure that divides a map section and the features it
contains into smaller and smaller sections, grouping them together. By visually displaying
the levels of the quadtree as a heatmap, we then enable a more targeted comparison of
features of the maps. Whereby the color coding highlights interesting map sections that may
be of interest for a comparison. For the accurate and efficient modelling of the information
from the old maps, we rely on a graph database that improves computational efficiencies
of the cartographic element extraction and comparisons. In the paper, we document the
modelling, processing and spatial visual comparisons of results of exemplary maps from the
early and mid-twentieth centuries. The assessment of results points to challenges we are
taking up in ongoing research.

2 Semantic Segmentation of Old Maps

Creating geographic information from old maps is an important source of data for many
applications. For example, Uhl et al. [15] describe potentials for the over 200,000 topographic
map sheets of the USGS map archive. While scanned versions of old maps are useful for
wall hangings, screen savers and visual analysis by themselves, spatial analytical approaches
frequently require additional processing to transform coordinate systems or features for specific
project requirements. The transformation from raster to vector allows for other analytical
operations that are well known from the development of GIS [5]. The cartographic modelling
and geo-relational basis of those spatial analysis techniques is suitable for specific application
and is limited by the computation complexity [14]. Database approaches are additionally
advantageous when data can be optimised for requisite storage schemes and applications [4].
Machine learning approaches have for some years offered further computational improvements
such as in [3] and are well-suited for the increasingly available large amounts of rasterised or
vectorised geographic information.

2.1 Addressing cartographic challenges
Scale, distortions of old map sheets, undocumented projection parameters and cartographic
generalisation effects are very significant challenges for any comparisons of old maps. Carto-
graphic approaches, which stress graphic variables, concepts from cartographic design and
features, build on traditional concepts of map representation that contemporary geographic
information modelling approaches can never fully reconstruct [11]. The documented and
archival information is usually very incomplete and research to gain insights involves much
work and often only partial clarity. This can guide different modelling attempts. Often
assumptions are made [13]. Old maps often are visually very insightful and intriguing
documents of past geographical situations and relationships [17, 9]. Their accuracy is fre-
quently limited and poses great challenges. In work using geographic information systems,
the challenges are well known [8]. In cartography, research involves maps and specialised
literature [6]. Their resolution is very time consuming. Integration of historical maps involves
complicated and demanding data preparation and error mitigation [10]. We draw on these
lessons and harness the capabilities of geographic information processing in our computational
modelling. The computational approach in this research attempts to compare historical
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maps, which computational approaches can greatly enhance help researchers move beyond
the cartographic feature concept through the semantic segmentation process. The difference
in terms stresses that the approach we describe here is information modelling approach to
working with old maps.

3 Semantic segmentation for old map comparison

A critical part of working with old maps is determining the parameters for transforming digital
raster scans of old maps into vector representations, suitable for CNN and normalisation of
the coordinates for numerical pattern matching. Work on large-scale image analysis points
the way for the approach we are developing. Therefore, we require a thorough documentation
of processing steps and geometric attributes to allow for later assessments of comparison
results including the identification of limitations arising from scale, distortions projections, or
cartographic generalisation. Several researchers have addressed these issues [12, 15, 16, 18].

There are a variety of visualisations for geospatial and temporal data using a geographic
information system (GIS). Andrienko et al. [1] provide a list of visualization-based techniques
that allow the exploratory analysis of this kind of data. Since visual comparisons are essential
in this task, we follow the guidelines of Gleicher [7]. In addition, as scalability also has an
impact, we use the described strategy of summarize somehow. For this purpose, we rely for
our approach on explicit encoding, whereby relationships between elements are visualised.

3.1 Process overview
Our approach follows the process presented in 2022 by Annanias et al. [2], but is simplified
by limiting the area we consider in this pilot study, which focuses on a limited range of map
element types and a small area. We adapted the color scheme, to fit to the new use case.
The original version is used to aggregate data and show the distribution of that data over a
larger area. With the limited map elements, it is now used to point out differences of similar
elements. The parts of the the process are:
1. Implement shape comparisons between polygons in two maps using Hausdorff or Frechet

distances and provide a system to support discovery and queries AND
2. Implement a GUI to compare multiple old maps by feature types or areas relying on

visual opacity to support interactive visual inquiry.

3.2 Linking visual elements for further processing
The two parts of the process can be technically summarised as a five step sequence, whereby
a quadtree-based data structure is created:
1. Determine the bounding box over all features, use it as the first parent cell.
2. Link all features to this parent cell.
3. Divide this cell into 4 equal parts (child cells).
4. Link all features from the parent cell to the child cell if they overlap with the child cell.
5. For each child cell, the process is repeated from step 3.
This process breaks the map image down and creates a quadtree, which consists of a grid
of adjacent cells on each level (see Figure 1). As cells become smaller and therefore cover
smaller areas of the map, the number of intersection calculations per cell becomes less. As
a result, the test against the feature set of the parent cell becomes more computationally
efficient. The number of cells, on the other hand, increases strongly. This information and
all relationships are then stored efficiently and flexibly in a graph database. Each cell and
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Figure 1 From top to bottom: The initial map is divided progressively into equal parts, thus
creating a quadtree with different resolution levels.

feature are represented by nodes connected by edges where the cell overlaps the feature. Cell
nodes are also connected with each other by edges to represent the structure of the quadtree.
In this way, the information for a grid level can be queried flexibly and the size of the overall
graph becomes less important. At the most detailed grid resolution, only features that have
a strong geographical adjacency are grouped together. At the lower levels of resolution,
proximity in the quadtree is more diffuse and has a decreasing significance (e.g., a feature
in one corner of a cell may have absolutely nothing to do with a feature in another corner
of the same cell). Therefore, features that are too far apart no longer interact with each
other. Because the process stops before reaching the next resolution level earlier, it avoids
the extreme case, where each cell on the lowest level corresponds to only one piece of a
feature (equivalent to perfect overlapping of two features) as the main task is not to find
perfect overlaps of features. However, since offsets are also omitted and slight shifts of the
features in relation to each other are no longer recorded, the process stops earlier after the
9th level. A cell on the lowest level has a resolution of about 1m2 in this study.

After the processing, each level of the quadtree can be used for visualisation. For this
purpose, a level consisting of a grid of cells is represented as a heatmap in a GIS. So the
heatmap is an aggregated representation of overlapping features (summarize somehow). Each
cell of this heatmap is colored according to the relationships of the features that are linked
to this cell (explicit encoding).

4 Results

The result is shown in Figure 2. Features from an old digitised map from 1941/1942 (blue)
were used with OSM data (red), which are displayed superimposed in a). It is clearly visible
that both feature categories overlap with each other. However, this overlap prevents us from
seeing exactly how they overlap everywhere, as one obscures the other too much. So it is
also important which category is displayed on top of which other. Similarly, if there are only
small differences in detail, it is necessary to zoom in very close to see them, otherwise they
may be overlooked. Figure 2 b) uses the same data, but uses a level from the quadtree and
displays it as a heatmap (the previously created cells). The quadtree level with the highest
resolution determines the color of a cell. Yellow cells indicate whether there are features
from both categories within the cell. Cells of lower resolution levels inherit the color yellow
if at least one of the four child cells is also marked yellow. This ensures that the features of
both categories within a cell have a spatial proximity.
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a) b)

c)

Figure 2 a) Features of two maps are shown. b, c) Two resolution levels of the quadtree displayed
as a heatmap (coarse to fine). Red (blue) cells contain only OSM (1941/1942) data features, and
yellow cells contain at least one feature from both categories. White cells do not contain any features.

Using this visualization, it no longer matters which category is on top of the other, as the
aggregated information for the cell is displayed. Similarly, subtle differences can no longer be
overlooked. However, this is still a rough representation of the overlap and serves as a simple
indication of areas of interest. This overview can be used, for example, to identify regions of
interest in larger map segments. In doing so, a user can locate sub-areas through the larger
grid cells, which can be viewed in detail by zooming and panning in the next step. c) shows
the heatmap at a finer level of resolution. There is more detail here and it is easier to see
where the features overlap and where they do not.

This allows the differences to be examined more closely without the visual clutter caused
by the overlaps themselves. This representation thus serves as a starting point for the precise
analysis of the shift of the categories towards each other. The comparison results support
the visual comparison in a novel way that extends capabilities. Through an iteration of
parameters, the resulting ’information spaces’ extend canonical cartographic presentations to
help researchers gain new insights into changes between two maps, for example assessing
when a city’s medieval walls were built up or torn down at various parts of a city.

5 Summary

In this paper, we present an innovative computational approach applied for comparing old
maps. Showing good potential for historical research, the process has potential as well in
other areas, e.g., assessments of urban development over the past 80 years or identifying
ancient settlement growth. This preliminary result and other projects show that semantic
segmentation is a viable computational method for the analysis of digitised old maps. This
paper presents the computational process to compare old maps systematically and efficiently.
Future research considers how to more fully automate the process and the comparisons.
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